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ABSTRACT

Forced two-phase cooling is investigated for
handling high power electronics and laser
applications having high heat flux and isothermality requirements. Experimental results are reported for minichannel heat sinks
with and without enhanced boiling coatings
showing increased heat transfer coefficients
and high critical heat flux for coated versus
uncoated surfaces.
INTRODUCTION

Optoelectronic devices and state-of-the-art
high power lasers generate waste heat at
characteristically high heat fluxes. Vertical
Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSEL), for
example, have been demonstrated with optical power output upwards of 1kW/cm2 in
continuous wave mode, and 4kW/cm2 in quasi-continuous wave mode. The electrical to
optical power conversion efficiency in such
devices is limited to ~60% at present. As a
result, large amounts of heat at high fluxes
(multiples of 100W/cm2) are generated during their operation and need to be dissipated.
Single-phase cooling using microchannel
coolers (MCC's) is the current approach to
meet this need. High coolant flowrates are
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maintained in the microchannels to obtain the
high heat transfer coefficients needed to
maintain operating temperatures and desired
temperature uniformity. These large coolant
flows make MCC's prone to erosion. The
small hydraulic diameters of the channels
(micrometer range) also requires large pressure heads to be sustained across the heat
sinks and cannot be easily scaled up to accommodate larger device arrays. Due to these
drawbacks, single-phase cooling becomes
more challenging to implement especially as
power densities increase.
The use of boiling heat transfer for dissipating high heat fluxes is an alternative to single
phase cooling. Benefits include higher heat
transfer coefficients compared to singlephase convection (lower thermal resistance)
and excellent temperature uniformity, as boiling heat transfer occurs within a narrow temperature range close the boiling point of the
coolant.
A schematic of a pumped two-phase cooling
loop is shown in Figure 1. Key components
of our cooling loop include a pump, preheater, surge (two-phase) tank, evaporator, condenser and accumulator. The surge tank conCopyright © 2014 by ASME

coefficient and wall superheat obtained
with and without boiling enhancement
coatings.
EXPERIMENTS / METHODS
Test Apparatus

Figure 1: Schematic of a Pumped Two-phase
Cooling System

sists of vapor and liquid at saturation. By
controlling the pressure in the tank, the saturation temperature of the working fluid can
be controlled. The preheater is used to control the temperature of the subcooled liquid
exiting the condenser to the desired liquid
temperature or quality before entering the
evaporator. Typically only small pumps with
low flow rate and pressure head are required.
This enables the use of lower flow rates
compared to single phase cooling systems to
dissipate a given heat load.

Figures 2a,b show the experimental twophase loop considered in this study. A
heat load is applied using cartridge heaters
inserted into a copper heater block. The
heater block is tapered to a pedestal
through which heat is transferred to the
heat sink. Three thermocouples measure
the temperature along the height of the
pedestal. Assuming a linear temperature
distribution across the pedestal, the heat
flux is approximated by the product of the
measured temperature gradient and the thermal conductivity of the copper block pedestal
∆T
( q ′′ = k c
).
∆x

Boiling heat transfer can be further improved
by applying microporous coatings to the
heated surfaces. Porous coatings enhance
boiling performance due to increased number
of nucleation sites resulting in a lower overall
thermal resistance of the heat sink. In addition, the coatings provide for a capillarydriven mechanism for liquid resupply to delay dryout associated with the Critical Heat
Flux (CHF).
The application of a microporous coating can also suppress evaporator and system-level boiling instabilities
(Semenic and You, 2011, 2013).
In this paper, an overview of the pumped
two-phase cooling system is presented along
with representative results on heat transfer
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maintain liquid flow in the loop. Flowrate is
measured using liquid turbine flowmeter
(FTB-1400 Series Omega).
Calculation of the Heat Transfer Coefficient

Two thermocouples are soldered to the base
of the heat sink; Ts is the average of the
readings at the base. Tf is the average of fluid temperature measured before and after the
heat sink. Considering the short streamwise
length of the minichannels, a onedimensional resistance model is used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient (h) from
the experimental
measurements,
i.e.,
Ts − Tf

Figure 2: (a) Two-Phase test loop and (b) Heat sink
and Heater block assembly.

q=

Figure 3 shows a representative copper minichannel heat sink used in these experiments
with microporous coating applied to the heat
sink surface.

resistances of the substrate (copper heat sink)
and the convective resistance associated with
the refrigerant (R134a) in the channels given,
respectively, by:

Rb + Rc

where Rb and Rc are the thermal

Rb =(tsubstrate/ksubstrate)(L(Wchannel+Wfin))
Where tsubstrate is the distance from the heat
sink base to the top of the coolant channels,
ksubstrate is the thermal conductivity of the heat
sink (copper), L is the channel length, Wchannel and Wfin are the channel and fin widths,
respectively.
Also, Rc=(Wchannel+Wfin)/[h(Wchannel+2H ηf)]
Figure 3: Minichannel Heat Sink - geometrical parameters and application of microporous coating.

The test section housing includes measurement ports where the absolute pressure
(PX481A-300G5V Omega), differential pressure across the heat sink (PX2300-2DI Omega), and the fluid temperature before and after the heat sink are measured. Temperature
is also measured at the inlet and outlet of the
preheater and the condenser. The system
pressure is controlled using the two-phase
surge tank, and the preheater is used to control the extent of subcooling upstream of the
heat sink entrance. A small pump (Fluid-oTech Pump M42x30/l Kag Motor) is used to

where H is the channel height and ηf is the
fin efficiency, calculated by:
ηf =

tanh(mH)
mh

and m = �2h�k

substrate Wfin

With all dimensions and experimental parameters known, the above expression is
solved for h.
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Working Fluid

Two different refrigerants: R134a and
R245fa were considered. The system pressures and liquid-to-vapor expansion ratios are
significantly different. The focus here however is on performance of the coatings with
comparison to baseline uncoated heat sinks.

blockage tends to have a greater impact on
the system with lower baseline pressure
(R245fa).

Boiling Enhancement Coatings

Microporous coatings were formed by sintering copper particles to the copper substrate in
an inert atmosphere at prescribed temperature
using a braze material. The resulting highconductivity microporous coating has minimal thermal resistance. Typical coatings have
a uniform thickness of ~35 - 70 μm. The particle sizes considered were in three different
ranges: 125-149µm (-100+120mesh), 6374µm (-200+230 mesh), <20µm (635mesh).
Figure 3 shows a representative coated heat
sink with copper powder coating.

Figure 4: Heat Transfer Coefficient as a Function of
Heat Flux on Minichannel Heat Sink

RESULTS

The heat transfer performance of the heat
sink is quantified by the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) and wall superheat as a function
of coolant heat flux, mass flux, and amount
of subcooling (Tsat -Tin). The heat flux and
HTC calculations are performed using the
wetted surface area, not the heated surface
area.
Figure 4 shows the HTC vs. applied heat flux
for two refrigerants, R134a and R245fa,
keeping other parameters fixed (mass flux,
subcooling, heat sink, coating). The HTC is
~30% higher with R134a while trends are
similar. Two-phase flow oscillations were
also more pronounced in R245fa compared to
R134a; the ratio of liquid to vapor density at
30°C is larger in R245fa (~130) than R134a
(~30) and the system pressure using R245fa
is considerably lower compared to R134a
(R245fa - 11 psig, R134a - 97 psig saturation
pressure at 30°C). The fluctuating pressure
drop caused by periodic vapor generation/

To evaluate the effect of mass flux on the
HTC, additional experiments were conducted
in which the mass flux was varied for two
different constant heat flux values (10, 30
and 50W/cm2). These results are plotted in

Figure 5: Heat Transfer Coefficient as a Function of
Mass Flux on Minichannel Heat Sink, Refrigerant:
R134a.
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Figure 5. At the lower heat flux values, the
heat transfer coefficient is relatively insensitive to the mass flux, suggesting that the convective contribution to the flow boiling is not
very significant, i.e., heat transfer is dominated by nucleate boiling. For the larger value of
heat flux (50W/cm2), the heat transfer coefficient is lower at low mass flux and increases
with increasing mass flux. This suggests that
local or transient dryout may occur at low
mass flux. As the mass flux increases, the
vapor quality decreases while the increased
liquid velocity promotes detachment of the
vapor bubbles from the surface. If the mass
flux were further increased beyond the data
presented, the heat transfer coefficient is expected to continue to increase with increasing
mass flux until fully developed nucleate boiling occurs, at which point the heat transfer
coefficient should asymptote to a constant
value.

Figure 6: Heat Transfer Coefficient a Function of
Heat Flux for Minichannel Heat Sinks, with and
without Microporous Coatings, Refrigerant: R134a,
o
Avg Subcooling (bare): 3.0 C, (100-120 mesh):
o
2.1 C.

Regarding the use of boiling enhancement
coatings, Figures 6 and 7 compares the HTC
and the wall superheat as a function of wetted
area heat flux for minichannel heat sinks with
and without microporous coatings. Clearly,

Figure 7: Incipient Wall Superheat as a Function of
Heat Flux for Flat (a ) and Minichannel (b) Heat
Sinks, with and without Microporous Coatings. ,
Refrigerant: R134a.

the application of coating enhances thermal
performance; higher HTC values and lower
wall superheat for the coated surfaces compared to uncoated surfaces at the same heat
flux. All other parameters held constant, a
heat-generating device mounted on a twophase heat sink with microporous coating
will be cooler, when compared to an otherwise identical heat sink without coating. Additional results comparing thermal performance with different microporous coatings
will be presented.
Lastly, it should be mentioned that the coating thickness was less than 100mm, which is
very small compared to the hydraulic diameter of the channels (~ 3mm). As such, the
coating does not obstruct the flow in the
channel or significantly add to the friction on
the channel walls. A representative plot of
pressure drop versus mass flux (in the range
of 1500 kg/m2 s) for coated and uncoated
heat sinks is shown in Figure 8, where similar
pressure drops (~ tenths of a psi) were measured.
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Figure 8: The microporous coating does not significantly affect the pressure drop in the channel as shown
in pressure drop measurements.

SUMMARY

The boiling and flow stability performance of
R134a was compared with that of R245fa,
showing that R134a has a 30% higher HTC.
It is also less susceptible to two-phase flow
instabilities for the cases considered. The dependence of the boiling heat transfer coefficient to the input heat flux was also evaluated
for a fixed mass flux as well as for a range of
mass fluxes for two heat flux values. The
benefits of using microporous coatings were
further presented showing coated surfaces
have larger heat transfer coefficients and
lower superheats relative to their uncoated
counterparts.
Overall, pumped two-phase cooling for high
heat flux thermal management applications
offers an effective alternative to single-phase
cooling in MCC's. In our work using the loop
described, heat fluxes as high as 320 W/cm2
(~105 W/cm2 on the wetted surface) were
removed while maintaining the heat sink
temperature below 90°C (condenser temperature of 30°C).
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